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METRIC EQUIVALENTS
1 centimeter:0.394 inches cm: inchesx2.54l
t hectare = 2.471 acres ha : acres x 0.405
1 kilogram :2.205 pounds kg: pounds x 0.454
t hectoliter:2.838 bushels hl : bushels x 0.352
kg/hl : lb/bu x 1.287 kelha: bu/A x62.71(56# bu)
DEFINITIONS
CWT: hundred weight
L.S.D. (.05) : A statistic (calculated at the 5% probability level in this book) used to compare
the difference between two entries for significance. If the difference between two entries is larger
than the LSD value at the bottom of each table, it is assumed significant.
N.S.= not significant. The differences between entries were not statistically significant.
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Proso Millet: Supply, Demand, and Pricing
by Paul A. Burgener and David D. Baltensperger
Recently, the Nebraska Agricultural Statistic Service published a three year history of
proso millet acreage and production for the state as well as national values. This is the first such
publication for proso millet in Nebraska, and allows for some discussion based on these numbers.
According to these number, acreage and production of proso millet has varied greatly, both in
Nebraska and in the United States, over the past three years. As with any non-program crop, the
proso millet market will react, in terms of planted acres, quite readily to market signals as they
become present.
Table Proso millet acreage and production 1999-2001.
Nebraska United States
Year
1999
2000
2001
Harvested
1,000 Ac.
Yield
Bu/Ac
33.0
18.0
3l.0
Production
1,000 Bu.
4,950
2,430
5,425
Harvested
1,000 Ac.
Yield
Bu/Ac
3 J.Z
19.8
332
Production
1,000 Bu.
17,910
7,320
19,250
540
370
580
150
135
t7s
An estimate of the bird seed demand for proso millet is approximately 450,000 acres at 30
bushels per acre, or 13.50 million bushels. At planting time in any crop year, the price reflects the
amount of expected carryover. The secondary market for proso millet is in the feed grain system.
The excess supply of proso millet will enter this channel when the price is significantly lower than
the corn price to influence feed users to change over from one feed to another. A margin of $0.25
to $0.50 per cwt between corn and millet will generally influence feed grain users to change from
corn to proso millet in their rations.
Following the large crop in 1999, the price of proso millet in the spring of 2000 was near
$3.50 per cwt (Table 2). At this price, the 2000 acreage was reduced by 10 percent in Nebraska
and by over 31 percent nationwide (Tablel). This reduction in acreage combined with below
average yields caused a shortfall in supply leading to prices as high as $10.00 per cwt in the winter
of 2001. These prices remained strong, over $6.00 per acre as planting decisions were made for
the 2001 crop (Table 2). This pricing resulted in an acreage increase, up over 16 percent in
Nebraska and up nearly 57 percent across the United States (Table 1). The increased acres
combined with improved yields produced a record proso crop in 2001. The high production has
created significant carryover and the lowest price ($3.25 per cwt) since harvest of 1991 (Table2).
As discussed previously, the secondary market will influence the price of proso millet in times of
excess supply. At the present time, the corn market is subsidized and has large supply numbers
forcing the proso market to very low price levels. With the present supply levels, it is expected
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that proso millet prices will stay
relatively low through the
planting period. Any increases in
price at the present time are likely
to be driven by increased corn
prices. The acreage ofproso
millet planted in2A02 is expected
to drop, but the number of acres
is difficult to estimate at this
time.
Figure L. Proso millet prices for the past two full
growing years, and the present year-to-date.
Table 2. Average monthly prices of proso millet, Western Nebraska, 1983-2000. (dollars
r s&5-86 3.,40 3]2 3.65 3.65 3.63 3.45 3.10 3.00 3.05 3.10 3.10 3.03
1986-87 2.83 2.62 2.73 2.86 3.00 2.94 2.88 3.00 3.04 3.20 3.65 3.49
1987-88 3.47 4.02 6.20 6.61 6.76 6.76 6.51 6.51 6.5',1 6.81 7.82 6.96
1988-89 6.07 6.89 7.08 6.76 6.76 7.15 7.82 9.45 9.48 8.70 8.32 8.01
1989-90 5.39 5.51 6.71 6.89 6.91 5.95 5.11 6.26 6.28 6.31 5.82 5.07
3.33
3.02
6.24
7.71
6.01
3.86
3.43
6.73
14.99
6.01
6.88
4.35
4.13
4.21
4.00
7.06
4.75
1.16
1990-91 4.23
1991-92 3.16
1992-93 4.17
1993-94 7 .20
1994-95 7.86
1995-96 5.51
1996-97 5.50
1997-98 4.19
1998-99 3.95
1999-00 3.80
2000-01 9.39
5-year
Average 5.37
St. Dev. 2.10
4.49 4.60 4.51
2.76 2.97 3.25
6.16 7.39 7.51
8.71 '11.01 11.76
7.76 7.99 7.26
3.94 3.68 3.50 4.30
3.05 3.25 3.57 3.50
7.26 7.64 7.22 7.01
13.95 17.27 21.35 22.52
5.51 5.01 5.01 4.76
7.00 7.25 7.75
4.56 4.19 4.00
4.00 4.00 4.00
4.25 4.00 4.13
3.50 3.50 3.50
7.06 5.57 5.88
3.50 3.45 3.10 3.00
3.50 3.94 4.00 4.18
6.64 6.09 6.59 7.06
20.02 20.02 18.02 8.01
4.76 4.84 5.39 6.01
8 00 7.50 7.00 5.25
4.13 4.35 4.35 4.25
4 00 4.05 4.10 4.25
4.25 4.25 4.06 4.19
3.50 3.70 5.25 7.23
5.78 4.82 4.66 4.15
6.26 7.26 6.26 7.50
4.00 4.25 4.25 4.40
4.25 4.2s 4.25 4.19
4.00 4.31 4.60 4.50
3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50
10.07 9.61 9.19 8.57
5.16 5.18 5.16 5.03 4.67 4.25 4.30 4.33 4.23 4.48 4.81
2.46 2.23 2.05 1.80 1.24 0.70 0.82 0.77 0.37 0.44 1.21
Price lndex
5-year
Average 1.09 1.09 1.06 1.07 1.05 1.01 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.93 0.90 0 87
St. Dev. 0.14 0.18 0.16 0.12 0.09 0.05 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.12 0'13 0'16
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The 2001 proso millet tests contained 19
white seeded, 3 red seeded entries, and 3
waxy types. Huntsman, Sunrise, and
Earlybird are releases from the proso
breeding program at the Panhandle Research
and Extension Center. These varieties have
PROSO VARIETY TRIALS
2001
demonstrated improved yield over other
varieties and are large seeded. Foundation
and certified seed are available. Two red
millets are being tested for possible release.
Three waxy type millets are being tested as
possible food millets.
DESCRIPTION OF PLOT TECHNIQUES
Five dryland proso millet variety trials
were conducted in 2001. Two (tilled and
no-till) were located at the High Plains
Agricultural Laboratory (HPAL) near
Sidney, Nebraska . Another was at the
USDA Central Great Plains Research Center
at Akron, Colorado, one was located on the
Larry Novotny farm near Martin, South
Dakota, and one was grown on the Theron
Anderson farm near Albin, Wyoming.
All the these plots were adversely affected
by heat and drought. In spite of this, Sidney
plots received good early and late season
rains, and yields were high. Rainfall was
sparse and not timely in the other locations.
These plots were seeded with small-plot
drills, and were approximately six feet wide
and 25 feet long. Row spacing was 12" at
the Sidney and Akron locations, 10" at
Martin, and 9" at Albin.
Some plots were direct cut, others were
windrowed with a small plot swather, and
then threshed. One Sidney plot was
harvested progressively as the varieties
matured. Lodging was a problem in only two
plots.
Four replications of each variety were
planted and harvested.
Table 3. 2001 Proso Millet Plots
Lbcation
Sidney
Sidney
Akron CO
Martin SD
Albin WY
,Tillage
,SYstem
Conventional
No-till
No-till
No-till
No-till
Pievious
,,Ciop I
sunflower
wheat
wheat
sunflower
corn
,Plant
Date
lune22
June 13
June l8
June 8
June 8
Harvest,
u4ti 
.
Sept.3-22
Sept. 8
Sept.27
Sept. 5
Sept.21
Fertilizer
#
47#N
24#PzOs
47#N
24#P2O5
none
50#N
None
Herbicide
Peak
Pre-plant
Roundup,
Peak
Pre-plant
Roundup
Pre-plant
Roundup
Pre-plant
Roundu
DESCRIPTION
9217 is a high yielding, large seeded,
mid-early maturing line developed by the
University of Nebraska Agricultural
Research Division. Release of this variety is
pending. It has fair straw strength, short
plant height, and good test weight. It has a
white seed coat. It is expected to be a
replacement for Sunrise and Sunup where
they have been grown successfully.
SUNRISE is a high yielding, large
seeded, mid-maturing line developed
cooperatively by the University of Nebraska
Agricultural Research Division and the
USDA/ARS. It was previously tested as
NE860053. It has good straw strenEh,
short plant height, and good test weight.
The parentage of Sunrise includes Sunup,
Rise, Dawn, Panhandle, Minco, and Minn
402. It has a white seed coat. It is expected
to be a replacement for Rise and Sunup
where they have been grown successfully.
HUNTSMAN is alarge seeded,
moderately late variety developed
cooperatively by the University ofNebraska
Agricultural Research Division and the
USDA/ARS. It was tested as NE870063.
Yield perfornance, test weight, plant height,
and straw strength have all been similar to
Sunup. Huntsman's parentage includes
Cope, Sunup, Rise, Dawn, and Minn 402.
It has a white seed coat. Huntsman is
expected to be best adapted to production
systems where Cope has done well.
OF VARIETIES
EARLYBIRD is a large seeded,
early maturing variety developed by the
University of Nebraska Agricultural
Research Division. It was previously tested
as NE870041. Plant height is slightly shorter
than Sunup with good straw strength. It has
a white seed coat and larger seed size than
most other varieties. Earlybird's parentage
includes Rise, Dawn, Panhandle, and Minco.
Earlybird is not as early maturing as Dawn,
but should be early enough to replace it in
most systems.
SUNUP is a 1989 release from the
University ofNebraska. It is a white seeded
variety with good yield potential. Its height
is greater than Rise but not as tall as
Panhandle. Sunup has good stem strength.
Maturity is similar to Rise and Sunrise.
Sunup's parentage includes Rise and Dawn.
DAWN is a 1976 University of
Nebraska release. It is very early maturing.
It has been used as a parent because it has a
large seed with good white color that has
been well accepted in the bird seed trade.
CERISE is a red seeded proso
with a loose panicle. It is early maturing,
medium height, and small seeded.
COPE is a 1978 Colorado release.
It is a white seeded, late maturing variety. It
has yielded well in Nebraska, especially when
planted early, but can have severe lodging
problems.
SNOWBIRD is a Minnesota
release. It is a white seeded variety with an
open panicle and early maturity. Yields have
been poor in Nebraska.
Table 4. A
Tabl 5.7
ha ti f proso millet ieti
ield arieties included in all tests
+ gron0mlc cn racf,erlsl cs (,l u fl tes.a
VARIETY Seed
Size
Maturity Straw
Sfrenofh
Pnhicle
Twne
Height TeSt
w.i;it
9217
SLINRISE
HI.INTSMAN
EARLYBIRD
SI.INUP
DAWN
CERISE (red)
9239 (red)
9241 (red\
436623 (waxy)
436625 (waxy)
436626 (waxy)
NEl
RISE
COPE
MINCO
PANFIANDLE
MINSUM
ABARR
SNOWBIRD
Large
Large
Large
Large
Small
Large
V. Small
Small
Small
V. Small
Small
V. Small
Small
Small
Average
Average
Average
Large
Large
Larse
Mid
Mid
Mid
Early
Mid
V. Early
Early
Mid
Late
V. Late
V. Late
V. Late
Mid
Mid
Late
Early
Early
Early
Mid
F.erlw
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Poor
Good
Good
Fair
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Good
Compact
Compact
Open
Compact
Compact
Compact
Loose
Compact
Open
Compact
Open
Open
Compact
Compact
Compact
Open
Open
Loose
Open
C)nen
Short
Short
Average
Short
Average
V. Short
Average
Tall
Tall
Average
V. Tall
V. Tall
Short
Average
Tall
Tall
Tall
Average
Ta11
Tall
Good
Good
Good
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Low
Good
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Good
D e en sur[InarY u
VARIETY 1o Yr 2oo1Avs 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 199s 1994 t993 ,1992
SUNRISE
HI.INTSMAN
EARLYBIRD
SUNUP
COPE
2t
2l
2t
2t
18
20
20
19
21
l5
t2
ll
ll
t2
l0
30
31
3l
30
24
18 24 2I
t7 25 22
t7 25 22
t7 23 2l
13 2t 2r
l5
l6
t4
l6
l3
23
22
23
22
19
25 22
2t 24
22 2t
2t 24
l8 2l
AVERAGE 19 19 11 24 16 24 21 15 18 21 22
l0
Table 6. Proso Yields for Five Dryland Varietv Trials 200
ENTRY AVERAGE
SIDNtrY
..,.Tilled
SIDNEV
:N6"Till,
ALBIN
:, WY...
AKRON
:co.., lt4BrrN
...i....sI)..,..,.i
SLTNUP
HTINTSMAN
SUNRISE
92t7
9213
EARLYBIRD
9668-16
%44
9210
9308
9668-6
9307
9668-17
9668-5
9668-10
9668-1
9239-Red
9668-18
DAWN
COPE
436625-waxy
436626-waxy
9241-Red
CERISE-Red
436623-waxr
20.6
20.2
19.9
t9.7
19.5
t9.2
19.0
19.0
18.8
18.7
18.7
18.7
18.4
18.1
16.8
16.3
15.9
15.8
15.3
T4.6
12.5
12.2
12.0
tL.4
tt.4
30. I
26.5
26.6
25.8
23.8
25.0
26.4
27.9
27.8
24.2
27.5
27.6
26.8
24.8
26.6
25.4
20.5
23.6
28.7
22.1
17.5
t6.2
16.8
19.6
t77
--------cwr/t
31 8 
I
32.8 
I308 I
31 1 
I32.0 I
306 I
320 I
30s I
322 I
284 I
312 I
307 
I284 I
303 I
260 I
I27.1 
I
2s8 |
12ss I
I23.9 I
22s ]
24.1
23.5
19.3
14.l
17.l
cRE----------
tzo I
roe I
130 I
l:,i I88 I
78 I
871
::^ I8s 
I
78 IIl6s Ilil
'oi', 
I
4e I32 
I
36 I
4.81
3s 
I4.4 |
14.1
17.3
15.9
1s.9
17.4
15.5
16. I
15.6
t2.8
t7.7
13.8
13.0
13.8
15.9
12.4
8.5
15.9
t2.o
5.2
t2.9
t3.7
15.2
13.0
1 1.0
12.3
15
l4
l3
t4
T2
16
13
t2
15
13
13
t4
15
1l
T2
12
10
11
r3
ll
4
2
6
9
5
AYERAGE 16.9 24.2 27.3 7.8 t3.9 tt.4
L.S.D. (.0s) ).2 4.3 2.9 56 3.0 2.7
uable 7. Asronom ic characteristics for 2001 Drvland Varie8 Trials Averased over Five Locations.
ENTRY .TEST WT
r::.:Lbifgn ..
IIEIGHT
. fncnes....
LODGING
,,,,, 
,,,:,o/at
Gfein,,H2O
Sept,3*,,,,,
NOr. 
'SEEDSI
/5 grami
HEADING
bayi.ri;-
....Aug 1. , ..
SUNUP
HUNTSMAN
SUNRISE
92t7
9213
EARLYBIRD
9668-16
9304
9210
9308
9668-6
9307
9668-17
9668-5
9668-10
9668-1
9239-Red
9668- I 8
DAWN
COPE
436625-waxy
436626-waxy
9241-Red
CERISE-Red
436623-waxtt
58.9
58.2
58.1
56.4
58.3
57.5
57.4
58.7
57.7
57.0
58.0
58.6
55.1
57.1
58.0
56.7
58.7
57.4
56.7
57.3
55.7
54.3
58.9
59.4
54.8
28
31
29
27
JJ
30
31
31
29
29
31
29
28
29
31
28
34
29
26
39
40
39
34
30
31
9
11
l5
23
34
16
27
26
35
26
18
20
29
29
19
27
13
39
38
26
11
17
13
72
34
16.0
12.2
2t.9
18.9
15.9
16.1
14.2
17.2
14.7
20.0
18.5
14.9
13.1
t7.T
13.8
14.6
28.6
15.3
28.0
16.3
10.5
18.3
29.5
2t.3
30.4
805
770
748
767
753
752
742
774
811
736
812
803
764
767
793
805
825
769
786
795
819
964
868
970
1033
27
3t
30
28
3l
30
31
30
28
29
28
28
27
28
29
27
30
29
25
31
35
36
JJ
25
35
AVERAGB
L.S.D. (.0s)
57.4
2.3
31
2
25
N.S.
18.3 809
27
30
I
*Lodging data is from the only two plots where it occured.
*A grain moisture sample was taken from all varieties Sept. 3, only at the Sidney tilled location.
VARIETY 3 y. 2001 2000 1999
99-01
3 yr 2001 2000 1999
Avg
99-0r
9217
9668-6
SI.INRISE
HUNTSMAN
SUNUP
92r3
9307
9668-5
9304
9210
9668-t7
9308
EARLYBIRD
9668-16
9668- 1 8
9668-1
9668-10
COPE
9239 red
DAWN
9241 red
CERISE red
436625 waxy
436623 waxy
436626 waxv
----------CWT/ACRE---------
,)
2t
2t
21
2t
2t
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
19
t7
17
t6
t6
15
13
13
t2
t2
ll
20
19
20
13
11
12
1l
t2
ll
12
1l
1l
11
t2
l2
11
t2
11
10
9
10
8
9
7
8
6
7
6
20
2t
20
19
18
19
t9
l8
19
19
t9
16
l6
t7
l5
t6
15
t2
l1
l3
11
t2
32
32
30
3l
30
32
28
30
29
30
31
30
3t
30
31
26
26
24
25
2t
2t
20
lg*
lg *
15 *
-----Seeds / 5 grams-----
886
915
882
923
916
904
922
867
899
920
857
842
866
862
875
902
914
878
920
871
944
981
937
1, l0g
1.050
802 767
841 812
790 748
823 770
840 805
806 753
838 803
791 767
817 774
841 811
787 764
768 736
786 752
782 742
804 769
827 805
827 793
817 795
857 825
808 786
893 868
954 974
854 819
1,038 1,033
990 964
754
796
741
777
798
762
789
738
777
793
741
726
740
743
768
773
775
778
825
767
868
912
807
973
955
AVERAGE t8 l0t7 27 1,040 809 1.523 787
t2
Table 8. Three year dryland yields of proso varieties currently being tested Four state region
* 1999 yields for these varieties are only from the higher yielding Sidney plots.
1999 data is from 4 dryland locations, (South Dakota was lost to hail).
2000 data is from 4 dryland locations, (Wyoming plot was irrigated, not included).
2001 data is from 5 dryland locations.
l3
AMARANTH TRIALS
Two amaranth variety trials were planted in Above average temperatures accelerated
2001. One was at the High Plains Ag Lab maturity of both plots, and the crop was
north of Sidney Nebr., and the other at the mostly mature when killed by frost in
Panhandle Research and Extension Center at October. High winds once again caused
Scottsblufl Nebr. Both were planted into considerable and variable lodging in both
tilled seedbeds, and were irrigated. Row plots. The late date of killing frost delayed
spacing was 30 inches. Twelve varieties and harvest. The Sidney plot was harvested on
lines were planted. Oct.23, and the Scottsbluffplot on
The Sidney plot was planted on June 11, and November 2.
the Scottsbluffplot on June 13.
Table 9. AMARANTH TRIALS 2001
ENTRY
,t!!o,,YR,,
AITERAGE
Sidnb,
2oor,
Stottsbluff
..:,. 2001
Sidn,ey
2000ii
Scottsbluff
....,' .,2000... , .
1998 Dry Population #2
1998Irri Population #1
Plainsman
K432
K433
A2OOD
K593
K266
K436
K283
D136
Non-shattering Plainsman
1040
990
930
900
830
640
590
520
510
510
330
220
--LBS/ACRE--
1280
I 100
1230
910
1080
630
920
s90
500
530
910
460
430
410
390
540
540
2T0
270
350
300
130
80
80
1540
1490
v6a
1390
1090
1060
440
940
810
870
240
240
900
940
650
740
590
640
7to
190
410
510
80
90
AYERAGES
LSD.O5
664 310
138
846
335
540 960
250 310
l4
PULSE CROP TRIALS
2001
Pulses are the seeds of legumes that are
used as food" Pulse crops include pea, lentil,
chickpeas (garbanzo's), and fababean.
Yield trials of grain peas, lentils, and
chickpeas were conducted in three locations.
14 grain peas (green and yellow), 12 lentils,
and 8 chickpeas ( Kabuli and Desi types) were
tested.
Plots were planted with a small plot drill
with hoe openers. Row spacing was 12' at
Sidney and Hemingford, and 9" at TorrinSon.
The plots were swathed when riPe.
A dryland trial was planted on the Brad
Hansen farm south of Hemingford. It was
direct seeded into winter wheat stubble.
Planting was delayed by rain, then after
planting there was an extended period of no
rain at all. The crop developed slowly, so that
flowering and filling were in the heat of
Table 10. 2001 PULSE PLOTS
summer. Pea and lentil yields were reduced
considerably. Chickpeas tolerate summer heat
and are a longer season crop, so they took
advantage of good midsummer rains, and
yielded well.
An irrigated trial was located at the High
Plains Ag Lab north of Sidney. Planting was
delayed by rain, and then cool temperatures
delayed development so that midsummer heat
reduced yields somewhat. The chickpeas were
treated once with a fungicide, as a
preventative against ascochyta.. Peas and
lentils were harvested as the particular variety
ripened.
An irrigated trial was planted under a
sprinkler system at the University of
Wyoming Research Center at Torrington. The
weather was mostly favorable for this plot,
and yields were good.
,:, Location &
Till?ge,PiecticeS
SIDNEY
Irrigated
Plowed
TORRINGTON
Irrigated
Plowed
I{EMINGFORD
Dryland
Notill
:::i
Peas
Lentils
Chickpeas
Peas
Lentils
Chickpeas
Peas
Lentils
Chickpeas
Yield
Lhs/Acre
3020
1 890
2070
3240
t620
3260
550
690
1910
I{arvest
Date ..
luly 24-31
Aug.2-8
Aug.6
July 9
July 30
Aug. 13
July 25
August 9
Aug.24
':x":*
47#N 28#P2Os
47#N 28#PzO5
47#N 28#P2O5
30# N 50# P2O5
30# N 50# P2O5
30# N 50# P2O5
37# N 28# P2O5
37# N 28# P2O5
37# N 28# P2O5
Plant
iD?t!
April 17
April 17
April28
April 5
April 5
April 5
April 18
April 18
April 18
t5
Table 11. GRAIN PEA YIELDS FOR THREE VARIETY TRIALS 2001
ENTRY AYERAGE
SIDNEY
Irrigated
TORRINGTON
Inigated
TIEMINGFOBP
Dryland
PS610t 52
Salute
Lifter
Cruiser
Majoret
Franklin
PS7101 149
Toledo
Intrega
P5610324
Carneval
Wirrega
PS710909
WyoDun
2700
2530
2470
2460
24t0
2360
2340
2330
2230
2t70
2t20
2080
2030
1940
I IIS /a r-E E
580
650
660
590
620
420
520
480
520
370
440
780
460
670
3774
3450
3 130
3800
3340
3370
2980
3030
2820
3 190
2760
2040
2860
1770
3760
3490
3610
2990
3260
3280
3 530
3480
3360
2960
3 160
3420
2760
3390
AYERAGE
L.S.D. (.0s)
2270 3020
780
3240
810
550
230
t6
TAbIC I,2. LENTIL YIELDS FOR THREE VARIETY TRIALS 2OO1
TAbIE 13. CHICKPEA YTELDS FOR THREE VARIETY TRIALS 2OO1
roBBliGroN
riiigCted
HEMII,'{GTOBDSIDNEY
Ifrigated
t7t0
1680
1610
1570
1520
t420
1390
1350
t270
t220
1 150
890
2320
2550
2290
1960
1890
1710
1 880
1780
1700
1780
1740
1040
2120
1910
1810
2080
1980
1790
15 10
1370
1520
1350
1040
930
680
590
740
660
700
770
770
910
590
530
670
700
LC7601106E
LC7601086E
LC8601817P
LC86023547
CDC Richlea
LC7601080R
LC4602l2L
LC8601787P
LC460l97L
LC4602668
LC660829L
LC760t5997
ENTRY
Chickpea
..,.,Tvne..,,, AVefaee
,Sidney 
,,
iliicetcd
Torrington
''tirisflted
H'emingford
DrvlCnd, :
wY D202
wY D20l
wY K203
SANFORD
cA9783152C
EVANS
DWELLEY
cA9783165C
Desi
Desi
Kabuli
Kabuli
Kabuli
Kabuli
Kabuli
Kabuli
2850
2680
2580
2450
2410
23tA
2090
1950
--------------L
2860
2600
1780
2160
2060
2100
1640
1370
}S/ACRE-3s7o I
3180 I
3670 
IL rzsoL,0
LoooLoroLoro
2130
2250
2300
1910
1890
1780
1 550
t450
A\TERAGE 24t0 2070 3260 1910
L.S.D. (.05) 580 N.S. N.S.
t7
TabIE 14. THREE YEAR AVERAGE HEMINGFORD DRYLAND PEAS
Varietv
YIELD LBS/ACRE
Three Year Ave 2001 2000 1999
Wimega
Majoret
WyoDun
Carneval
t740
1520
1490
t470
780
620
670
440
2130
1770
2020
1730
2320
2T6A
1770
2230
Average 1560 630 1900 2120
Table 15. TWO YEAR AYERAGE SIDNEY IRRIGATED PEAS
Varietv
YIELD LBS/ACRE
Two Year Ave 2001 2000
Wirrega
WyoDun
Majoret
Carneval
1 550
1420
2250
2110
2040
1770
3340
2760
1060
1060
1 150
1460
Average 1830 2480 1180
Table 16. CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAIN PEA VARETIES.
Variety
Pr" 2100
Columbian
WyoDun
Integra
Highlight
Wirrega
Trapper
Alma
Grande
Profi
Majoret
Early Dun
Carneval
Austrian
Arvika
Miranda
Type
fb"d
food
feed
food
food
food
feed
feed
food
food/feed
food
feed
food
feed
feed
feed
Growth habit
vmey
viney
viney
semi-leafless
semi-leafless
viney
viney
viney
viney
semi-leafless
semi-leafless
viney
semi-leafless
viney
viney
viney
Seed color
g.a*
green
dull green
yellow
yellow
white
yellow
dull green
white
yellow
green
dull green
yellow
dark green,
grey-slate,
yellow
late
early
early
early
early
late
late
late
mid
early
mid
late
mid
late
late
mid-early
Seed size Maturity
small
medium
medium
large
medium
small
small
medium
large
large
medium
medium
medium
small
medium
large
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ST]NFLOWER
The 2001 dryland sunflower tests were
conducted in Cheyenne County, NE;Hitchcock
County, NE; Perkins County, NE; and Laramie
County, WY. An irrigated sunflower trial was
also planted in Cheyenne County.
Nerr this year was a dryland trial ofNuSun
hybrids in Cheyenne County. This was done in
cooperation with the National Sunflower
Association.
All plots were planted with 30 inch row
spacing. Plots were approximately 30 feet long.
Each hybrid was replicated four times.
The three Cheyenne County trials were
planted at the University of Nebraska High
Plains Agriculture Laboratory (FIPAL) near
Sidney, Nebraska. Planting was delayed almost
three weeks by rain. The crop developed very
slowly, but a warm September, and plentiful
late season rains allowed the crop to mature,
and yield well. There was very little lodging.
These plots were sprayed twice with Asana in
August to control head moth and seed weevils.
The Cheyenne County dryland NuSun plot
was direct seeded into wheat stubble. Prowl,
Roundup, and Spartan were applied
preemergence. The only fertilizer was a starter
of 7lbs. N and 24lbs. PrO, per acre. Harvest
stand was approximately 15,000 plants per
acre.
For the Cheyenne County irrigated sunflower
trial, herbicide was 2.4 pintslacre Prowl 3.3,
incorporated into a conventional seedbed.
Fertilizer consisted of 50# N, and a starter
containing 7lbs. N and24lbs. PrOr. Seeding
rate was 23,000 seeds per acre for oil types,
and 20,000 for confections.
The Cheyenne County dryland plot was
direct seeded into wheat stubble. Prowl,
Roundup, and Spartan were applied
preemergence. The only fertilizer was a starter
of 7 lbs. N and 24lbs. PrO, per acre. Harvest
stand was approximately 15,000 plants per acre
for oil types, and 12000 for confections.
TRIALS - 2OO1
The Hitchcock County sunflower trial was
planted on Ron Bley's farm near Wauneta,
Nebraska. This plot was direct seeded into
wheat stubble. 100 lbs. N was applied preplant.
Herbicides were Roundup, Prowl, and Spartan.
Lorsban was applied with the seed. Farmer
entry #1 was Cargill 290, farmer entry #2 was
Dekalb 3820.
The Perkins County sunflower trial was
planted on Mike McArtor's farm near Grant,
Nebraska. The plot w-as direct seeded into corn
stalks. A starter of 15 lbs. N and 11lbs. PrO,
was applied, along with an additional 55 lbs. of
liquid N/acre. Lorsban was also applied with
the seed. Roundup and 3 pints/acre Prowl 3.3
were applied pre-emergence.
The Laramie County sunflower trial was
planted on Stan Butler's farm near Carpenter,
Wyoming. This was planted into a
conventionally prepared seedbed, where wheat
had been grown in 2000. This plot was
destroyed by hail in late June.
EXPLANATION OF TABLES
In the following tables, "Flwr" refers to the
days after Aug 1 that the variety was judged to
have half of the flowers open. "Ht" is the
height of the neck or the head, whichever is
greatest, at harvest time.
*yo>20164" refers to confection seed size.
This is the total percentage ofseed that passes
over a 20164 sieve.
Oil percentage is based on llYo moisture.
Analysis was provided by Dr. J.F. Miller,
USDA-ARS in Fargo, North Dakota. Thanks
to Dr. Miller and all of his assistants for their
contributions to these tests.
Multiple year averages are shown for those
hybrids that the seed companies entered in the
tests year after year.
l9
Companies Entering the 2001 Sunflower Test
Agway, Inc.
Monsanto
Interstate Seed Co.
Kaystar Seed
Mycogen Seeds
Proseed
Seeds 2000
Grandin, ND
Dekalb, IL
West Fargo, ND
Huron, SD
Indianapolis, IN
Harvey ND
Breckenridge, MN
Pioneer Hi-Bred Int., Inc. Lincoln, NE
Sigco Sun Products, Inc. Breckenridge, MN
Red River Commodities Colby, KS
Triumph Seed Co., Inc. Ralls, TX
Table 17. 2001Sunflower Varietv Trial Summary.
Location Rotati0n Plant
Date
Ilarvest
D"t"
,Yield
LustA
,,',0ild/i',1 , ,
Conf,t 20/64
NuSun Hybrids
Cheyenne
County, NE
Cheyenne
County, NE
Cheyenne
County, NE
Hitchcock
County, NE
Perkins
County, NE
Laramie
County, WY
Wheat-
Sunflower-
Fallow
Wheat-
Sunflower-
Fallow
Irrigated Wheat-
Sunflower
Wheat-
Sunflower-
Fallow
Corn-Sunflower-
Fallow
Wheat-
Sunflower-
Fallow
6-19 tO_27 Oils 2100 44.0
6-1 8 t0-26
Oils 2240
Conf 2050
Oils 2360
Conf 2440
Oils 800
Conf 440
Oils I160
Conf 1110
not harvested
47.3
63.0
44.6
61.0
38.8
t2.o
42.4
41.0
6-19 ro-28
6-11 t0-10
6-2 t0-25
6-7
20
Table 18. 2001 CHEYENNE CO NEBRASKA NuSun HYBRIDS DRYLAND
BR{ND
NuSun Hybrids
Pioneer Hi-Bred
Interstate Payco
Interstate Payco
Mycogen Seeds
Den Beston
Mycogen Seeds
Mycogen Seeds
Integra Seeds
Kings Inc.
Croplan Genetics
Seeds 2000
Croplan Genetics
Pioneer Hi-Bred
Triumph Seeds
Proseed Inc.
Seeds 2000
Interstate Payco
Interstate Payco
Proseed Inc.
Seeds 2000
Triumph Seeds
Proseed Inc.
Interstate Payco
Dekalb
Seeds 2000
Triumph Seeds
Triumph Seeds
Interstate Payco
Mycogen Seeds
Mycogen Seeds
Dekalb
Dekalb
Integra Seeds
Interstate Payco
Traditional Hybrids
Pioneer HI-Bred
lnterstate Payco
Croplan Genetics
Cargill Hybrid Seeds
Mycogen Seeds
HYBRID
AVERAGES
L.S.D.
TEST WT HT
Lbs/Bu Inches
,DAYS, OIT,
to FIwa lPit
62 44.7
63 45.7
58 40.1
,,,63' : 4gi
63 , 44.2
63 454
64 45.4
59 44.065 , 4A.i61 421
60 , ,42",5
61 44.1
64 46.0
63 4t9
64' 'q5.1
64 45.3
65 44.6
64 43.t
62 42.9
64 44.6
64 4!"]
60 41 5
5g 37,::.9
64 44.0
63 45.8
63 48.4
62 ,,41"a
62 42.9
60 +37
60 41.5
60 40.2
61 43.0
61 42.2
YIEL'I)
LnslA
63M80
971136 NS
Hysun 521
X 80+52 
,
DB 85ONS 
.
8438 NS
x 80455
550 NS
x 80321
cL,385
MaVerick
CL 322
63M91
658
99-746
Bronco
990213 NS
Hysun 450
99-14
Ranger
665
9'441
HySun 530 
,:,
EX 3s04,NS
Blazer
636
TRX 1442
982719 NS
X 8b4s+: : 
,
8377 NS
DKF 36-40 NS
DKF 31-01 NS
541 NS
982727 NS
63A81
4049
cL,803
270
8372
2540
2520
2450
242,0
n6a
2310
2260
2250
2220
22,A0,
2180
2r80
2170
2160
2t50
2140
2r30
2t20
2080
2080
2020
1980
r970
1960
1960
1960
1890
1890
1 890
1 840
1 820
1690
t670
1640
2310
2270
2220
2240
1970
2100
350
23.8
26.9
24.5
2e.i
)v,r,
27.2
27.9
26.7)a)
26'.7
24 4,
26.r
26.0
23.7
25.1
27.1
258
26.8
24.2
25.7
25.7
24.3
24,9
24,',9
23.9
22.0
27.6
258
28.0
25.3
27.0
24.4
26.7
26.0
20.8
26.2
24',9
2s'.7
25.8
25.6
t.9
65
66
58
60
5:4
65
63
55
64;-))
6i,4
61
67
64
63
55
62
57
63
60
65
64
60
63
57
64
63
58
60
65
7t
72
57
62
63
64
58
59
60
62
1
64
67
63
60
63
62
J
44.4
47.6
i4'4
43.8
46.0
44.0
1.3
Oil% adjusted for oleic acid content and determined on a l0o/o moisture basis.
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Table 19. 2001 CHEYENNE CO NEBRASKA SUNFLOWBR IfYBRIDS
DRYLAND OIL TYPES
BRAND
GARST/INTERSTATE
PIONEER
GARST/INTERSTATE
G4BSrlr){TERsrArE
MYCOGEN
KAYSTAR
MYCOGEN
MONSANTO
MYCOGEN
GABSrellERSrArE
PIONEER
PROSEED
PIONEER
MONSANTO
MYCOGEN
MONSANTo
PnoSpep
MYCOGEN
GARST/INTERSTATE
PROSEED
PROSEED
PROSEED
IIYBRID
L.S.D. (.05
YIEI,D
LBS/A.
2650
2520
2510
2430
2420
2400
2380
2370
2360
23410,
2330
2320
23t0
2300
226A
2080
2050
2A20
2000
1980
1900
1770
17'50
2240
380
TEST WT
Lbs/Bu
30.2
26.9
28.0
,ii, 25.9 ,
"'. 27.5 , .
)1 )
24.8
28.3
25.7
286,,: "
"' 24.8 ,
26.V',
23.5
27.1
27.5
28.5
2s.q,
, 27.3
?7.0
25.2
27.1
25.5
26.1
26.7
1.8
62 t9
58, :' 
,,,24
62 , ,18
HT FLWR , "6*
Inches Aug,, :: :: , rPat
IS4340
63M91
IS4049
IS5331 i''
9501
SF26O
DK3900
SF187
ts6767
s6'12
631.70
DKF29-99NS
8377NS
mr3o-+0Ns
Ex3804Ns
ee-6Ns
CAVALRY
F8402t
9978NS
9123 '
944lNS
AVERAGES
59
64
63
<1
6;2
6i
59
56
54
58
62
62
59
62
61
67
61
'59
67
63
2I
l8
20
l6
I9
20
18
20
T7
17
t8
I8
l6
16
t6
15
l6
t8
18
22
49.1
48.9
49.7
47,5
4,6,3
44.5
48.5
50.4
46.5
493
46.1
44.3'
49.7
49.0
468
44.4
40.8
41"4
48.9
47.1
49.7
47.A
47.t
61 18 47.3
323.0
22
Table 20. 2001 CHEYENNE CO NEBRASKA SUNFLOWER IIYBRIDS
IRRIGATED OIL TYPES
BRAND
GARST/INTERSTATE
MONSANTO
MYCOGEN
PIONEER
GARST/INT
IVIYCOGEN
GARST/INTERSTATE
KAYSTAR
MYCOGEN
MYCOGEN
prorvgrn
PIONEER
KAYSTAR
TRIUMPH
PIONEER
PIONEER ,,' ,,,1
GAB.ST/INTERSTATE
TRI[.]MPH
TRIUMPH
GARST/INTERSTATE
MONSANTO
MYCOGEN
IS533 1
DK3900
SF260
63M91'
rs4340 ,,, ,,,
8377NS,,.:,, :
IS4049
2020NS
SF187
8488NS
XF306,
63M80
9501
658
631.70
)(F3920
Fsqozr
,636
665
rs6767
DKF36-4ONS
CAVALRY
TtYBRID
A\rERAGES
L.S.D.
TEST WT
ilrirsu
YIELD
IBSIA..
2810
2800
2590
2580
2szi
2,414i
2470
2460
2460
2370
2360
2330
2300
2284
2240
2200
2180
2180
2t40
2t10
2070
2070
2360
400
HT
Inches
F'LWR
Au
t7
t9
16
'17
iz
14
20
21
t7
t7
15
t7
20
20
15
t6
20
L7
21
t7
15
t9
18
2
oIL
Pct
43.3
46.9
43.7
46.2
47.3
4,4.4,
46.2
44.4
41.0
44.5
44.6
45.4
40.9
44.9
44.6
40.t
:
43.4
46.3
45.7
45.0
42.3
44.9
44.6
1.3
24.2
28.2
23.8
26.2
29.3
26.
27,4
25.8
24.7
27.4
22.9
24.1
26.9
21.5
23.4
27.0
25.8
./.3 . J
26.i
26.7
26.4
25.4
256
1.3
60
61
62
68
67
6:7
70
63
61
68
60
64
67
66
62
66
64
67
66
65
73
66
-65
5. t
23
Table 21. zau CHEYENNE Co NEBRASKA SUNFLOWER HYBRIDS
DRYLAND CONFECTION TYPES
Table 22. 20u CHEYENNE Co NEBRASKA SUNFLOWER HYBRIDS
IRRIGATED CONFECTION TYPES
BRAND
GARST/INTERSTATE
SEEDS 2OOO
RED RIVER
FRoSipo,...,.,,,
RED RIVER
RED RIVER
SEEDS 2OOO
cARsT/rNTrnsrArE
SEEDS 2OOO
SEEDS 2OOO
18.2 68
20.2 64
'20.0' ,r 65
l g,o 
,,,69
18.8 67
19.3 65
19:7, 63
zA':0" ""' eq
18.4 67
19.6 77
nvn p.,
F89008
x3987
BE!2582
c9802,
RRC22I3
RRC2413
GP.\ZZLY
IS8048
KODIAK
x3983
YTEI,D
tbsiA,
2320
2270
222U1
ztain
2090
2050
,2000i1830 
,,
1810
1720
2050
N.S.
FLWR
A
18
20
18
l7
17
19
2A:
18
I7
22
t8
2
TEST WT 
..IIT
r,,, iO'*U,,,:,.tiliihei
'SEED SI|LE,, ,
Vo>22164' 0/o)20164
AVERAGES
L.S.D. (.0s
19.2 67
10 s
22
25
27
,;32
11
t4
54
22,
7
7
22
l6
65
74
61
'70
58
64
83
ail
35
52
63
L4
BRAND
RED RIVER
SIGCO SLJN
RED RIVER
SIGCO.STIXT
IBIUIVPH
TRIUMPH
IIYBRID
:i,:::::::::
--
RRC22I3
8)(P392
RRC2582
70ocls
RUSTLER
V17C': 
,
TRXO45lCRT
YIELD
LBSIA
2840
27t0
2610
2600
2570
2;550
2480
2460
2340
n3a
2310
2270
2240
1 860
2440
370
FLWR
Au
20
21
2l
7]
t9
T7
22
2l
20
22
'2,t
iz
20
t9
2t
2
,1931'lVTr:::r:,, HT,
, Lbs/Bu rInbhes
, SEED SIZE,, ,, .
ntoi;rrt ii'', "tujzit iih
GARSTiTNTERSTATE TS8O48
RED RIVER RRC2413
AGWAY ROYAL HYBRID RHl 18
GARST/INTERSTATE F89OO8
SIGCO..SUN E)(P3q6
AGWAY. ROYil I{YBRTD ..RH3,3 8
22.4 64
23.r 68
23.5 6s
T:L3 
.,6,5
23'5, , 
"55'
23.7,,, ; ,,,,; 6l
22.6 62
23.7 68
22.t 68
Zl,;7; ;,;'; ;',; .,.""67
')'i",1"';',,',,,,';,.'..;.,.',;,,;,,',Ut
19,8:i ,:",.,,6,6
zt.T 7 t
23.8 64
t4
7
10
,25
20
i3'
13
18
10
JJ
41
47,
l7
28
;Z)
18
49
39
54
70
5s
ii,
57
6t
44
66
'7,5
80
68
65
61
16
AGWAY ROYAL HYBRID RH37O8
AVERAGES
L.S.D. (.
22.7 66
0.9 4
2ll
Table 23. 2001 PERKINS CO NEBRASKA SUNFLOWER HYBRIDS
DRYLAND OIL TYPES
Table 24. 2001 PERKINS CO NEBRASKA SUNFLOWER HYBRIDS
DRYLAND CONFECTION TYPES
iTl :.,,...
MYCOGEN
MONSANTO
PIONEER
PROSEED
lvrvcOcpN
KAYSTAR
TRII]MPH
PROSEED
TRIUMPH
PROSEED
PIONEER
pioNepn :
MYCOGEN
PIONEER
PROSEED
MONSANTO
PROSEJD
MYCOGEN..
PIONEER
TRIUMPH
MONSANTO
MONSANTO
EYBBID . .
::l.l
8488NS
DK3900
63M80
96r2,
8377NS
665
9978NS
658
944INS
>ff:OO ...,.
erezo
CAVALRY
63M91
99-6NS
,EX3804NS
'9t23 
,i
sF187 , :
xF3920
636
DKF29-99NS
DKF36-4ONS
YftrLD
IjB$iA
I 560
1 540
1490
,,,1460
: t444
.1300
1270
1220
T170
:1160
'1 
I 1o
,1100
1 100
1090
1040
, 
1010
1000
' ,970,
970
890
850
740
1 160
310
TEST WT
rLbs/Bu
29.7
28.2
28.0
30.8 , :
28.7",",','
285
30.3
28.4
30.6
27.3t; |'
2'8 4"""""
",28.9
28.6
27.6
29.3
27.t,'
27.0,,:.
2e"4,,,,,,,,,,,,,
30.0
26.9
28.6
26.0
28.6
1.5
LODGING
o//a :::..::
10
t9
29
,,. , , 9: ,:
,,,: 9 , ,:
16 ,,,.
39
16
46
,),1,;;; 
',;1
' 26'', "
18 ,,
15
6
19
:: 26,,,,
','.,,,,, '
.,11 ,,,,
,, 
.,..',, IJ ......'..,
34
30
t4
65
22
23
HT
Inches
53
56
57
55
53
56
57
57
56
55,,
'54
55
57
62
56
,,,54
,52
54,
59
59
57
57
OIL
Prt
AVERAGES
L.S.D. (.05
56
4
42.7
42.5
4t.7
'43;2
4r:.:.s,
4l':'7
42.6
42.t
42.3
4-2,2
4t,'i,
'42'.7
43.1
42.9
43.0
4li:x!:
42,'8
4t,v;
43.0
43.4
4t.6
42.9
42.4
NS
BRAND .
J.:.;.;;..;r. ji=;
SIGCO SI.]N
RED RIVER
IF? RIYPT
PROSEED
SIGCO SLIN
RED RI\IER
EYBRID
-i!-:;J;Ji.:.
E)G396
RRC2213
RRC2582
c9802
RUSTLER
RRC2413
YIELD
:LBSiA
TEST|,WT
I,bs1Bu,,,,,,,,
20.1
20.2
21.3, 
,,
20,.2,; ,,,,,
19.2
18.8
20.0
1.2
LODGING
,,.., 
,,,,,,.,AA,,,,
4
t4
,o
19
9
25
14
NS
HT,,'
Inahes
57
55
, '5'4'
,, ,,
,54
57
57
56
NS
,,,,,sEED ,
!:fi:i:??li4
6
9
, 
. 
i8...i;.,...,,.,..
,13,,r,,
6
9
9
NS
slzE 
.i.,
,o/'e72, 16;4
36
36
:'::,::,: ,41
:,:,,:,::,,47t,,;,
39
44
4t
NS
AVERAGES
L.S.D. (.
1350
1290
D5A
1020
1000
760
1110
320
25
Table 25. zA01 HITCHCOCK CO NEBRASKA SUNFLOWER ITYBRIDS
DRYLAND OIL TYPES
BRAND
MYCOGEN
PROSEED
MYCOGEN
PIONEER
Ivrvc0Gex
PIONEER
Farmer Entry
TRIUMPH
PROSEED
PIONEER
MONSANTO
KAYSTAR I
Farmer Entry
PROSEED
Iv{YCOGEN
MONSIqryTO
PROSEED
PROSEED
EYtsRID
8377NS
9612
CAVALRY
63A70
satBNs
eiMet
#2
665
9t23
63M80 :
DKF36-40NS
giq}i4",
#t
944lNS
SFl87, 
,
Dr:goo ,
99-6NS
9978NS
AVERAGES
L.S.D. (.0s
TEST.WT
,Lbs/8U,.,,
29.0
26.8
27.3
29.5
77'.,5
27.8
27.7
26.7
26.3
28.9
28.1,
)'7 1
26.3
26.t
28t:I
'23.4
26.7
25.8
27.4
1.6
VIEI,D
LBS/A
1030
1030
950
860,
850,
840
830
800
780
,t0.,
770;'
760
740
730
724
640,
610
590
800
250
HT
ihihaa
60
59
60
... 5t 
.
,,5,7
62
60
60
58
,,, 
60
" 
'63
60
54
60
.:,'54
,,,59
58
60
59
4
om
Prt
39.6
38.3
388
38,,7;
39,t'
is.,+
38.6
38.4
39.3
38,8
38,4
38.7
39.3
39.0
38.,1.
39:6,
3 8.5
38.0
38.8
NS
Table 26. 2001 HITCHCOCK CO NEBRASKA SUNFLOWER HYBRIDS
DRYLAND CONFECTION TYPES
BRAND
AGWAY ROYAL HYBRID
AGWAY ROYAL HYBRID
PROSEED
AGWAY ROYAL HYBRID
HYBBID 
.,::
RH3708
RIIil8
c9802
RH3738
AVERAGES
L.S.D. (.
HT . SEED
liines ,,""d/i>22I6I
603
., .,:,61 
, ,, ,,,,,, ,, ,,i1,
,,,,63 ,, ,t . ,',',2,, ,..,
60 I
YIELD
iNSIA
520
464""'''
400 
'
380
440
NS
61 2
NS NS
,,iSEE..,,
9/lq>2916i4
16
,,,7 ,',,','1,;,"',,'
., 
T2:':"',,,,'.,,
i1
t2
NS
25
Table 27. Cheyenne
DRYLAND
County Sunflower Hybrids
AVERAGED OVER THREE YEARS
BRAND. HYBRID
, 1,, .,;,Y|ELD l-BSlAcREi, :,
AVEFIAGES :,i . i,,.. 
.,,, ,..i,ir,,i ,.,,,.,..,.,,.
00-01...99-01'2001.,2000,.,.,,..,,,1999
', 
, t ,:,: .: O1 ..,96,,,,.,1,.,,,',.,,,,.,,.1,,,t,1,:,:,,,1t l:,;:,::::'t
AVERAGES
oo-01 99-ol 2001 2ooo 1999
Oil Types
GarsUlnt I54049
Monsanto DK3900
Pioneer 63A70'
GarsUlnt l,54340
Pioneer 63M91
Mycogen 8377NS
Pioneer 63M80
1590 1710 2514 670 1960
1520 1630 2370 670 1850
1510 1650 2310 710 1930
1640,,,,,,.'. - 2650 
. 
630,.,,.... ,. -..',.,
1620 2520 710
1550 - 2260 840
1540 - 2330 740
45.0 44.9 49.7 42.2 42.9
45.7 45.2 50.4 41.O 44.1
46;2 45.0 ""","49.7.,'. '42.7 ,45,5
45.2 - 49.1 41..2
45.7, - ,,. 48,9,,,,,,,,, 42,:5,, ,. .,-,
44.1 - 46.8 41.4
44.4 - 46.1 42.7
Oil AVetaqes 1570 1660 2420 710 1910 45.3 45.4 48.7 42.O M.2
Confection Types
GarsUlnt lS 8048 1200 - 1830 850 930
o/o oYar 20164
54-664086
Table 28. Cheyenne County Sunflower Hybrids
IRRIGATED AVERAGED OVER TWO YEARS
BFU\ND.,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,[{}BRID
.,.,..1..,,....,,Y1ELD' 
LBS/AGRE. i :,,..,
AVERAGE,i,ri 
,, , ,I, 1 ,1,,,.,
.00-01 
.,,., ' 2001 ,, 2000
otL%,, 
,
AVERAGE ,
,, 
:::,00-01 I I 2001, ,' ',,2000
Oil types
Pioneer
Monsanto
GarsUlnt
KaVStaf!i!,],,,,]],,,
PiOheei...,.,.,,.,. i,'ii.i,i.
GarSUlhi..,,.,,,,,,,,
Mycogen
Pioneer
Gailu ml..........,,,.,,.
65;sg16l::::::.:,::,,,
Mycogen
Monsanto
63M91
DK3900
ts4340
UbOi.,.,,.,, ,, ,' l
ooMao' . i'
154049.,'
8377NS
63A70
iS6767::.:.:::.::::,::::::.,: 
..,,,,,.
156767,,.,'", 
,
Cavalry
DKF36-4ONS
2340
2330
2260
2i60
2160
216:4,
2140
2120
i,$r0
1970
1920
1870
2s80 2090
2800 1850
2520 2000
25t 0 ,, ,'.. 
'1666
2330 
', 
,'1990
,r4?'i'::,. ,ltf.ill
2470 1810
2240 2000
2 1 l1 0'.'.,........, ,'1' 830
2.1 1 0,.:.,.:,:::,,, :1 83O
2070 1760
2070 $7A
46.6
46.3
45,7
4'ii.4
45i3
46,1
45.7
45.9
,a6:.0
.45:0
45.8
42.8
46.2 46.9
46.9 45.7
47.3 44.O
4,0.5., 
............i....,a i,,g
' 45. A, ;,," :,:,,:',tlt t : 4 5 : :2
46:i2,r,,rir, :,:,:,i:: 46.0
44.4 46.9
44.6 47.1
4s,0 
. 
...,.,1,i4i o
45,6..,. ,. ,'47'Q
44.9 46.7
42.3 43.3
Oil. Avoirae5 2120 2340 1890 45.3 44.9 45.6
Gonfection types
GarsUlnt 158048
Triumph TRX0451CRT
2490 2550 2430
2190 2240 2144
o/o oYQr 24164
73
68
72
68
71
68
Confection Averaqes 2340 2400 2290 7170 70
27
Table 29. Perkins County Sunflower Hybrids
AVERAGED OVER TWO YEARS
Table 30. Hitchcock County Sunflower Hybrids
AVERAGED OVER TWO YEARS 2OOO.2OO1
tsRAN D.....,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,,,.',,..'. HYBRID
l',.l....................ilELO.......f,eSl*CRE..i'iiii iiiii
AVERAGE
2000-2001 2001 ., 2000
Oil Types
Mycogen 8377NS
Monsanto DK3900
Pioneer 63M80
Kaystar 9501
Pioneer 63M91
Pioneer 63A70
Mycogen Cavalry
144A
1540
1490
1 300
1 090
1 100
1 '100
630
210
270
290
480
420
400
1040
880
880
800
790
760
750
41.9 41.3 42.5
42.2 42.5 41.9
42.0 41.7 42.2
41.2 41.7 40.6
42.3 42.9 41.7
42.5 42.7 42.3
42.8 43.1 42.5
Oil,..AVeia0es 840 1300 390 42.2 42.3 42.O
BRAND HYBRID
....................l..'l:.''',.YIELD.'..,'.LeSmqRE l
2ooo-2ool 2oo1 '2000
AVERAGE
,2000r20O1
ol L..,,%............,..,,,...,1 
..,.,.. 
' 
l,. I ... 
..
::::.,.,,:l llilltl,:::i:':.:.......,,,.,.,1,,,1.1,,',
.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,i,,,,,,,,','.',,,,
: :, 2001.:.,..r,r.r,r.,.,2000
Oil Types
Monsanto DK3900
Pioneer 63470
Pioneer 63M80
Pioneer 63M91
Mycogen 8377NS
Mycogen Cavalry
770
770
720
860
945
820
640 900
860 680
780 660
840 880
1030 860
950 690
41.7 39.6 43.7
4',,.7 38.7 44.6
41.2 38.8 43.6
41.O 38.4 43.5
41.7 39.6 43.8
38.7 33.8 43.5
Oil:AuUiaods 810 850 780 41.0 38.2 43.8
28
SPRING GRAIN TRIALS . 2OO1
Spring grain trials were conducted in
both eastern and western Nebraska in 2001.
A dryland and irrigated test was conducted
in Cheyenne County and a dryland test was
conducted in Saunders County.
Saunders County dryland oat and
spring wheat tests were conducted at the
Agriculture Research and Development
Center near Mead. They were planted into
good moisture on April 9. Timely rainfall
provided excellent growing conditions and
allowed for excellent yields in both trials.
Trials were harvested on luly 27. Average
yields for oats were 91.6 bu/acre and 43.9
bu/acre for spring wheat.
Cheyenne County plots were near Sidney at
High Plains Ag Lab These plots were
planted with a 6' drill, 12" spacing.
Spring barley, spring wheat and oat
variety trials were planted in Cheyenne
County, Nebraska at the High Plains Ag Lab
north of Sidney. Trials of each crop were
planted under irrigation, and also in a dryland
field.
The barley variety emphasis was on
Russian Wheat Aphid (RWA) resistance.
Most of these varieties were also grown in
2000 Tables 3l-34 show the results. Aphid
populations were moderate in 2000, and low
in 2001. "oZ Plump" is a rating of seed size,
and is important to the brewing industry.
Rain delayed planting for all of the
Sidney plots, then cool dry weather
followed, so that flowering and filling were
delayed until the end of June. Heat and
drouth at that time reduced yields
considerably.
The irrigated plots were planted on
April 20 in a field that had been plowed. A
starter containing 8 lbs. N and 28lbs. PrO,
was applied. Ninety lbs. of N was top-
dressed. Oats and barley plots were
harvested on Aug. 1, and spring wheat on
Aug 8
The dryland plots were planted into a
minimium tillage field where dryland corn
had been grown the year before. A starter
containing 8 lbs. N and 28lbs. PrO, was
applied. Forty lbs. of N was topdressed. The
oat and barley plots were harvested on Aug.
1 and the spring wheat on Aug. 8.
Two year averages are shown for the
oats and spring wheat in Cheyenne County.
The Saunders County plot was not harvested
in 2000 so is not included in the two year
averages.
Table 31. CHEYENNE CO NEBRASKA SPRING BARLEY
DRYLAND 2OO1
vARrEry yJfiif 
.. ,,IEsJfrr :iiffrrrp
Steptoe
96RWA1 194*
98tD242
filloraVlah3z
Morex
Baronesse
98tD240
97tD1270
RWA95BX4-20-1"
971D12698
97tD1269A
96RWA121 1 "
98tD251
97lD1225
Harrington
981D196
97tD1234
971D1199
971D1252
98tD243
Crystal
96RWA1 192.
97tD1049
96RWA1218*
97lDl192
23
20
19
19
19
'19
18
18
17
11
117
16
16
15
15
15
is
1'4
14
13
13
11,
1;1
10
10
32.1
33.7
31.3
33,a
334
35,4:
36.8
35.5
37.2
33.3
35.1
330
33.3
35.5
37.1
39.9
34,3
38.2
33.2
32.8
35.5
32.Tit
35,9
32.8
36.1
2
2
3
1
4,
1,
3
4
2
a
3
3
3
5
3
18
,2
5.
1
4
2
2,,
5
1
5
AVERAGES 16 34.7 4
Table 32. CHEYENNE CO NEBRASKA SPRING BARLEY
DRYLAND TWO YEAR AVERAGE 2OOO.2OOO1
VARIETY ' "' . YIELD TEST WT .,,: oh:
BU/A Lbs/Bu PLUMP
Steptoe
96RWA1 194"
981D251
Baronesse
97!D1234
98tD242,
98tD240
971D12694
96RWA121 1 *
97tD12698
97tD1252
98r0243
97|D1270
97tD1225
g6RwA1 t g2*,
96RWA1218*
971D1192
Crystal
25
25
24
24
24
23
22
22
21)t
20
20
20
19
19
17
17
11
37.2
39.3
40.1
40.:s
399
40.0
42.3
40.8
39.7
39.6
40i.1
40,5
40.8
40.7
gg.l
38.6
41.2
40.3
23
16
28
,14
2A
29
26
21
21
20
20
29
29
30
2A,
17'
18
11
AVERAGES 21 4O.O 22
NJ\o
* Denotes Russian Wheat Aphid Resistant Variety
OTable 33. CHEYENNE CO NEBRASKA SPRING BARLEY
IRRIGATED 2OO1
Steptoe
981D240
97rD1269A
98lD'196:'' "',", ::::::..
RWA95BX4!2,A.1*
981D251... :,;' ; .,,,.
971D12698
981D243
96RWA1 '194*
96RWA1 2:l'1,* "',,,,,'
$7lp'r{$$, , :,,,,
M a rivi l n e i."" ",;.' ;,',',;,: .' -',.1',.
96RWA1 192-
971Dl225
97tD12VO
Clyttat', 
, 
1 
,
Harrihgtoh,
97,!1D,7234 :,, :
Morex
98tD242
96RWA1218-
Baronesse ,: :,:
97,;,1D1252': " ,
971D1049
971D1192
67
58
58
58
58
58
57
56
55
'52
51.
51
50
50
50
50
,50
,49
48
48
45
,441
,43
40
40
39.1
43.9
42.2
44.i'
4,6r,2
4:4t5,
43.3
42.4
41.3
Al!:oi4!
43,,3
4,1,',.1''.
41.8
40.7
42.4
433
4,4,,.5
42;3
39.4
43.8
41.3
.42,9
4i2,9.
43.2
42.2
30
28
19
36
26
33.
22
27
14
1"4
2i
26'
17
16
29
,1iO
z7
16
8
33
12
,ia
r1,,9
18
24
AVERAGES 51 42.5 22
* Denotes Russian Wheat Aphid Resistant Variety
Table 34. CHEYENNE CO NEBRASKA SPRING BARLEY
IRRIGATED TWO YEAR AVERAGE 2OOO-2001
BU/A Lbs/Bu PLUMP
971D12698
Steptoe
96RWA1 194*
96R\^/AiiiE-r-
$iilff1)ls ,,,,,, ,
96R\MA12.1.,1.,*
97tD1269A
96RWA1218*
97tD1234
s8fD24Or.i...il ...,.
Bar0nesse,, 
,
nrtor270
981D251
981D243
ozrDr l'!2;'"":','""'
gglo242 "' ';,'
Crystal
97lD1192
73
73
71
6s
69
6':7|
67
67
66
65
64
63
63
62
62
6t
50
46
46.1
43.0
45.3
+i'1.,
44tl1,
44,9',
45.9
45.0
45.9
4go
46,8
,a5,6
47.2
46.5
465
47.6
46.3
45.5
47
57
38
4;a'
45
4',1i,'.,
45
32
45
i4,
52
5i
54
53
,44'
58.
39
49
AVERAGES 64 46.0 48
31Saunders Co. Oat Variety Test - 2A01
VARTET'Y
.vieU,..,.,,...
{bu/aere)
DON
RISER
JERRY
OGLE
LOYAL
RODEO
95.3
94.2
94.0
92.2
88.0
86.0
13.3
8.5
13.3
14.0
17.3
13.8
35.0
34.3
37.8
36.7
35.8
37.8
31.5
33.7
34.3
30.2
32.4
29.2
Mean
CY%
LLD (0.0s)
9r.6
16.4
186
13.3
5.9
1.0
36.1
6.6
3.0
3t.9
2.8
11
cheyenne co. f)ryland oat variffi
Pla'nt:height
,(inchCst 
..,...,
Riser
Don
Jerry
Ogle
Rodeo
Russell
Loyal
42
28
27
27
26
l8
t7
2',7.2
25.6
24.9
23.r
24.4
25.2
24.5
29
26
30
28
28
28
28
Mean
LSD (0.0s)
26.4
5.4
24.9
2
28.1
NS
Cheyenne Co. Irrigated Oat Variety Tr st - 2001
Plan,t.::heig-trt
, , ,{i1[hti]::r,r'r,
Jerry
Russell
Rodeo
Riser
Ogle
Loyal
Don
102
98
97
90
82
81
79
29.2
29.5
28.1
30.1
25.8
29.5
26.3
36
37
JJ
35
36
37
JJ
Mean
LSD (0.0s)
89.9
15.3
28.4
') ')
3 5.3
NS
32 Saunders Co. Drvland Spring Wheat Variety Test - 2001
VARIETY Yield
(bu/acre)
Days to heading
(after June 1)
Plant height Test weight(inches) (lb/bu)
O)(EN
ARGENT
INGOT
F. NGE:
MCYEY
RUSS
NORPRO
IVAN
SCHOLAR
54.6
49.8
49.1
4s.s
-i2 9
'42.8
42.2
33. 1
32.5
10.8
13.8
1 1.3
1 1.3
18.8
13.3
18.0
20.3
t7.3
30.0
32.8
JJ"J
32.5
32.5
32,5
32.0
29.8
36.0
57.6
59.1
6t.6
'eo.q
s50
5V,2
s4.9
55.5
574
Mean
cv%
LSD (0.0s)
43.9
r5.4
8.2
t4.9
5.4
1.0
32.4
5.9
.L.J
57.6
1.1
0.8
Chevenne Co. Irrisated Spring Wheat Variety Test - 2001
VARIETY Yield Test weight(bu/acre) 0b/bu)
Plant height
(inches)
Forge
McVey
Ingot
SCholar
IVah 
,,
Oien,
Norpro
Russ
Argent
49
47
44
43
42
41
39
34
33
55.6
55.9
57.3
576
55
50.5
52.9
5t.2
53.8
36
34
37
35
11
).r.
28
36
36
Mean
LSD (0.0s)
4t.3
5.9
54.4
1.2
33.4
2.3
Cheyenne Co. Drvland SPring Wheat
Variety Test - 200L
V,ABIETY , Yield
(bu/acre)
McVey 17
Ingot 17
Oxen 17
Forge 16
IVan ::..::,,,.,, ,,;.';',' , ' 14
Norpfo,, :," 13
Scholar 13
Russ 13
fugent 8
Mean 14.2
LSD (0.0s) 2.8
33
Cheyenne Co. Oat Varietv Tests 2000 - 2001
VARIETY Yield
(bulacie)
TeSt weight
flb/bu)
Plant height
(inches)
Rodeo
Jerry
Ogle
Riser
Don
Loyal
lrrigated
89.3
87.3
83.8
82-3
81.8
70.7',"
27.6
30.3
26.1
31.3
26.6
31,7
30
34
30
29
Mean 82.5 28.9 32
Riser
Ogle
Rodeo
Don
Jerry
Loyal
Dryland
36.0
34.0
31.3
29..5t "
28.8 , 
,
25.7 :,,,
31 .1
28.6
29.O
30.8
31.1
30.3
27
27
28
25
30
30
Mean 30.9 30.2 28
Cheyenne Co. Spring Wheat Variety Tests 2000 - 2001
VARIETY :,Yield
ftu/acre)
Test weight
0b/bu)'
Plant height
(inches)
Forge
lvan
Oxen
ln$ot 
,,,,,,
MCVey
Norpro
Scholar
Argent
Russ
lrrigated
38.5
35.0
34.0
33.3 "
g2'.8" ' "
2a3
26.8
26.7
24.5
55.4
55.2
52.4
57.9
5;4.7
54,0
57.3
55.2
52.3
30
28
34
29
30
33
30
Mean 31 .1 54.9 30
lngot
McVey
Oxen
FOrge
lVan
Sdholar
Norpro
Russ
Argent
Dryland
16.5
15.8
15.5
13.8 
,
,13.8 1 
,,
12.3
12.3
9.8
59.0
50.2
55.s
53.1.
53.8
55.6
54.6
52.9
56.4
28
21
22
22
21
25
24
24
24
Mean 13.6 54.6 23

